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Name: Daulton Hommes Pos: Sf FG%: .533 Agent:  

College: Point Loma  PPG: 21.9 3Pt%: .470 Guardian: On Request 

Height: 6’8  Reb: 5.8 Ast:TO-2:3 Insta: @Dchommes 

Weight: 215lbs  Ast: 1.3   Stl: 0.67 Age: 22 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 
A tall wing that’s lethal from range and never stops moving. Hommes does an 

assortment of great things on offense while providing effort on the other end. 

Key Facts 

-NCAA DII Player of the 

year 

Quick Scout 

STRENGTHS: 

o Elite shooting 

stroke 

o Scoring feel  

o Off-ball 

movement  

o Terrific court 

awareness 

o Post offense 

WEAKNESSES: 

o Lateral 

Quickness 

o Isolation 

scoring 

o Playmaking 

questions 

o Injury History 

 

On Offense: One of the most dynamic scorers in Division II basketball. Hommes possesses a 

lightning quick jumper with a high release point that he has no issues utilizing off a dribble. Is in 

the 99th percentile of Division II players in catch-and-shoot situations. A solid athlete who loves to 

leak out in transition and finish at the rim with vigor. Has flashed a step-back jumper along with 

several dribble counters over the season. The most impressive thing about Hommes on offense is 

that he never stops moving off the ball. Terrific cutter who is constantly thinking about angles and 

how to get himself open going towards the rim. Tremendous gravity at a shooter. Questions 

about his explosiveness when slashing at the next level. Tough to tell how high his ceiling is aside 

from being a shooter right now. Capable passer who isn’t selfish but lacks creativity and a ton of 

dynamic ability setting up others. Hommes will have to learn how to constantly threaten better 

athletes off the dribble despite possessing an average handle and position average athleticism.  

On Defense: Positionally solid defender who rarely gets beat from laziness. Does a good job 

fighting through screens and staying aware of personnel tendencies off the ball. May struggle 

containing NBA level wings in isolation situations with medial lateral quickness at best. Hommes 

doesn’t create a ton of turnovers or block many shots but isn’t afraid to challenge athletes at the 

rim. Some the lackluster steal rate was a result of scheme and energy conservation for offense. 

Has the length and size to switch onto bigger forwards for possessions. 

Professional Role: Scoring Wing 

Hommes is a lanky wing with effortless range who has 

slowly added something to his offensive repertoire in 

each of his collegiate seasons. In an era of the NBA 

that is predicated on spacing and efficiency Hommes 

looks like a textbook complimentary player that 

makes life easier for any slasher or ball dominant 

scorer in the starting or second unit of a team. His IQ 

as a cutter only heightens his value with shot creating 

teammates.  

Optimal Play Style 

Daulton Hommes will be at his best in a 

system that pairs him with a dynamic 

slasher and other wings with the 

athleticism to guard quicker forwards on 

the perimeter. His ability to play without 

the ball and move in transition should 

allow him to open the floor regardless of 

what tempo the game is being played at.  

Off the Court 

I’ve heard from numerous teammates that Hommes is a great locker room presence who was genuinely fun 

to play with. Battled back from two severe knee injuries in high school and shows toughness, perseverance, 

and poise even when things haven’t gone his way. 


